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Let F be a closed face of the weak* compact convex state space of a unital C*- 
algebra A. The author has already shown that F is a Choquet simplex if and only if 
p’,n,(A )“pi is abelian for any d in F with associated cyclic representation 
( X,. x*. i,), where p’, is the orthogonal projection of Pm onto the subspace 
spanned by vectors n defining vector states u + (n,(a)q, 7, lying in F. It is shown 
here that if B is a C*-subalgebra of A containing the unit and such that 5, is cyclic 
in X, for X,(B) for any d in F, then the boundary measures on F are subcentral as 
measures on the state space of B if and only if p:(n,(A), n,(B)‘)“p: is abelian for 
all Q in F. If A is separable. this is equivalent to the condition that any state in F 
with (n,(A )’ n n,(B)“) one-dimensional is pure. Taking A to be the crossed product 
of a discrete C*-dynamical system (B, G, a). these results generalise known criteria 
for the system to be G-central. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a continuation of the study initiated in (2, 3 ] of the 
relationship between integral decompositions on a face F of the state space 
S(A) of a C*-algebra A and abelianness properties of states in F. The 
original starting point was the fact that the invariant states of a C*- 
dynamical system (B, G, a) form a Choquet simplex if and only if the system 
is “G-abelian,” i.e., for every invariant state 4 of B with associated covariant 
representation (,F4, z,, urn) of the system, the restriction of 7rlrm(B)” (or 
equivalently (z,(B), u,(G))“) to the subspace of u,-invariant vectors in ;It”, 
is abelian 16, 10). Although the set of invariant states is not a face of S(B) in 
general, it is canonically homeomorphic to a face of the state space of the 
crossed product G x B of the system. In another more restricted setting, but 
one of considerable physical significance, that of ground states of a ones 
parameter C*-dynamical system, the states of interest actually form a face of 
S(B) itself (cf. [ 2, Sect. 5 1). 
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With these motivations from quantum statistical mechanics [4, 141, a 
basic question was raised: when is a face F of S(A) a Choquet simplex? The 
answer obtained in [2] in separable cases and in [3] in general is: when 
every state d in F is “F-abelian,” i.e., the restriction of n@(A)” to ZYz is 
abelian, where Xz is the space spanned by unit vectors n in Zti for which 
the corresponding vector state of A lies in F. Several other apparently weaker 
criteria were established simultaneously; for example, it is sufficient that 
every pure state in F is F-abelian, i.e., 8: is one-dimensional for all pure 
states in F (the equivalent criterion for separable C*-dynamical systems was 
obtained in [5]), or that every factorial state in F is pure. 
Having established that a compact convex set is a Choquet simplex, the 
next natural step is to seek to discover any special properties of its boundary 
measures. For a G-abelian C*-dynamical system, a specific question of this 
type is: when are the ergodic measures subcentral, i.e., when are they 
measures associated with von Neumann subalgebras of the centres of the 
algebras n,(B)‘? This was also answered by Dang-Ngoc and Ledrappier 
[5,6]-when (n,(B)’ n u,(G)‘) is contained in n@(B)” for every G-invariant 
state 4. This property was first introduced by Doplicher et al. [8], and has 
subsequently been given the name of “G-centrality.” 
Regarding B as a C*-subalgebra of G x B (or its multiplier algebra), the 
question raised above can be abstracted to become: when do the boundary 
measures of a simplicial face of S(A) have subcentral images on the state 
space of a C*-subalgebra B of A? It is this problem that is considered here. 
The main result is Theorem 3.7, which shows that provided <, is cyclic for 
n,(B) for all Q in F (in which case B separates the points of F), this occurs 
precisely if n,(A)’ is contained in rim(B)” for all 4 in F. In separable cases 
this is equivalent to requiring that any state 4 in F with (n,(A)’ n r@(B)“) 
one-dimensional (such a state is called “B-ergodic”) is pure. 
The techniques used here involve decomposition theory with respect o the 
subalgebra (n,(A)’ n n,(B)“) of the centre of nm(.4)“, and are therefore 
similar to those in [2,5] rather than the special non-commutative measure- 
theoretic arguments employed in [3], which do not appear to extend to this 
case. It is for this reason that some separability conditions have to be 
imposed to make the proof of Theorem 3.7 valid, although it appears very 
likely that the result is still true without this restriction. Similarly Theorem 
2.7 shows that if A is separable the (n,(A) n 71,(B)“)-measure is carried by 
the B-ergodic states, but whereas there are non-separable versions of the 
analogues of this for maximal abelian subalgebras of nm(.4) and the centre 
of rim(A) (with “carried” replaced by “pseudo-carried”), it is not clear that 
this applies also to the (n,(A)’ n n@(B)“)-measure. 
The notation and terminology will follow that in [2,3], but a summary 
follows of standard conventions. Throughout, A will be a C*-algebra with 
C*-subalgebra B, and it will be assumed that A has a unit which lies in B 
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(this is merely a matter of convenience-the results can be applied to weak” 
compact faces of the state space of non-unital C*-algebras by adjoining a 
unit or by inspecting the proofs). The state space S(A) is then a weak* 
compact convex set. For a state d of A, (X6, x0, <,) will denote the GNS 
Hilbert space, representation and cyclic vector associated with $. 1, the 
identity operator on .P@, and s”, the orthogonal projection [n,(B) & ] of k, 
onto the closure of z@(B) &. The GNS representation of the restriction of 0 
to B will be identified with the subrepresentation of 71, jH on qz-W,. For rl III 
X,. wz will denote the associated vector functional of A. so that 
w;(a) = k$(ah 7) (aEA). 
The GNS representation of o; will be identified with the subrepresentation 
of rr, on [ n,(A)q] LX,. There is a linear order-isomorphism J, between 
x0(A)’ and the linear span of the smallest face F, of S(A) containing Cp given 
by 
J,(x)(a) = (%(a) X6$? r,>. 
Thus 
F,=(ylES(A): w<@for some;l>O/ 
= V,(x): x (5 (Q(A)‘)+, (XC,, (,) = 11. 
States of A will be said to be factorial, disjoint. (unitarify) equivalent, etc., if 
their GNS representations have the corresponding properties. 
For any Radon measure ,U on S(A) representing 4, there is a positive linear 
mapping K, of L”O@) into n,(A)’ given by 
-&@,,(f))(Q)= ( K,(f)(V) w(a)d~(v'). 
-s(4) 
For any abelian von Neumann subalgebra 23 of rc,(A)‘, there is a unique 
measure ,u,, known as the %measure of 4, such that K,~ is an algebra- 
isomorphism of Lm@,) onto 23. The B-measure is alternatively characterised 
by the formula 
(en&,k ... e$(%)e<,, &,> =j. ~(a,) ... wh,) d&w) (ai E A). 
S(A) 
where e = [B&J. If 23 is contained in the centre of rrm(A)‘, ,u~ is said to be 
subcentral. Subcentral measures are those whose restrictions to disjoint Bore1 
subsets of S(A) have disjoint barycentres. 
Details of the decomposition theory for general states are given in 
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14, Chap. 41, which also includes a full account of invariant states of C*- 
dynamical systems, and will be used as a standard reference. Most of the 
general results which will be cited can also be found in one or more of 
[14-161, while the theory of representing measures on compact convex sets 
is developed in (11. 
2. B-ERGODIC STATES 
One of the fundamental results of decomposition theory for states of C*- 
algebras is that the central measure of any state of A is pseudo-carried by the 
factorial states [4, Theorem 4.2.101. The following definition introduces the 
corresponding class of states for subalgebras. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A state 4 of A is B-ergo&c if n@(A)’ n rim(B)” = G . 1 b. 
It is well-known that if 4 is a factorial state of A, then any state in F, is 
also factorial. The following lemma and example give a slightly weaker 
version of this for subalgebras, and show that some such weakening cannot 
be avoided. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 4 and w be states of A such that F, = F,. Then $ and w 
are equivalent, and have equivalent restrictions to B. Hence $ is B-ergodic if 
and only if w is B-ergodic. 
Proof. Since $ is in F,, there is a state $’ and a scalar I with 0 < 2 < 1 
such that I,U = Ad + (1 -A) 4’. Since 4’ E F$ = F,, there is a positive 
operator x’ in x@(A)’ such that 4’ = J,(x’). Let x = A 1 m + (1 - n)x’, so x is 
invertible and v = J@(x). Now [x,(A) x1”<,] = l,, so (X0, n,,,) is identified 
with (Rm, n,). In particular 
Q,(A)’ C-I n,(B)” = Q(A)’ n x,(B)“. 
Furthermore the restrictions of d and v/ to B generate the same face of S(B), 
so by the first part of the proof, they are equivalent. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let A = C2 @ M,, where M, is the C*-algebra of 2 X 2 
complex matrices, and let B be the C*-subalgebra spanned by the unit of A 
and the projection p = (1, 0, (i i )). Define states d,, $2 and @3 of A by 
41ta, PI CAij)) = a3 
#*Cay P9 Cnij)> =P, 
hCa9P, CAij)> =All* 
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It is readily verified that if w= f(4, + &) and 4 =$(d, + & + &). then 
li/ E F,, 4 is B-ergodic, but v/ is not B-ergodic. 
Another well-known result [4, Proposition 2.4.271 is that a proper convex 
combination of two factorial states d and I,U is factorial if and only if 4 and w 
are not disjoint (in which case they are quasi-equivalent). 
DEFINITION 2.4. States 4 and w of A are B-disjoint (resp. B-equivalent) 
if the restrictions to B of the representations (p,, rcO) and (PO,, x,,) are 
disjoint (resp. equivalent). 
It is clear that B-disjoint (resp. B-inequivalent) states are disjoint (resp. 
inequivalent). Also B-disjoint states have disjoint restrictions to B. If q”, = 1 m 
and qz= I,, then 4 and I,V are B-disjoint (resp. B-equivalent) if and only if 
their restrictions to B are disjoint (resp. equivalent). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let 4, and & be B-ergodic states of A, and 4 = i(S, t CO,!. 
Then 4 is B-ergodic if and only if 4, and & are not B-disjoint. 
Proof Let n= ~T,,@T+,, t = cQ~&, e = [r(A) c], pi be the orthogonal 
projection of FVm, 0 Ymz onto PO,, and identify n, with the restriction of 7~ 
to e( -it/,l @ XB,). 
If 4, and $z are B-disjoint, then l,, @ 0 E r(B)“. Hence 
e( 1 m, @ 0) e E e$A)’ e f? n(B)” e = r@(A )’ n nO( B)“. 
However, e(l,, @ 0) et = (l,, @ O)c = &, @ 0. Thus 4 is not B-ergodic. 
NOW suppose that $, and $2 are not B-disjoint, and let x be an operator in 
n(B)” such that xe E ez(A)‘e. Then xp, E x,,(B)“, and for a and a’ in A, 
(XP, q,,(a) - nm,(a> xpl) q,l(a’) to, =P,(Na) - 0) x) eda% 
= 0. 
Thus xpI E n,,(A)’ n xmZ(B)“. Since 4, is B-ergodic, there is some scalar i., 
such that xpI =A, l,l. Similarly there is a scalar AZ such that -up? = AZ 1 rp~, 
But A, l,, @ 1, 10, belongs to n(B)” only if 2, = /I,, so x is a scalar multiple 
of ( 1 m, @ 1 @,). Thus 4 is B-ergodic. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. In the notation of Example 2.3, it is readily verified that o 
and qz are B-ergodic states which are neither B-disjoint nor B-quasi- 
equivalent (i.e. the restrictions of 7~~ and z,, I to B are not quasi-equivalent). 
It is a routine modification of a standard argument (see, for example, [ 12. 
Proposition 4.8.31) to show that if A is separable, then the set of all Bm 
ergodic states of A is an F,,-subset of S(A). 
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THEOREM 2.7. Suppose A is separable, and 4 is a state of A, and let 
%3 = xm(A)’ n n,(B)“. The b-measure of 4 is carried by the set of B-ergodic 
states in S(A). 
Proof. Since Z6 is separable, the weak operator topology on z@(B)’ is 
separable. Let C be a separable weakly dense C*-subalgebra of n,(B)‘, and 
D be the (separable) C*-algebra generated by x@(A) and C. Define a state $’ 
ofD by 
m = (XT, 3 r,> (x E 0). 
Identify the representation ~5 of D with the identity representation on Z’@, 
so & = rrn. Now D’ = x@(A)’ f? C’ = 23, which is abelian, so the @measure @ 
of 6 is maximal on S(D) [4, Theorem 4.2.41. In particular p is carried by the 
G,-set of pure states in S(D). 
Define y: S(D) + S(A) by 
h%a> = 4k&>) (a E A, ?E S(D)). 
Then y is continuous and affine, so the image ~1 of ,Z under y is a measure on 
S(A) representing r($) = 4. Furthermore if e = [B&l, then for a, in A 
(1 <i<n), 
(en,(al) e ... %(an)e<~y5m)=j @,(a,>> - G(n,(a,))dF(@) 
S(D) 
= 
I W>(a,> a-. y(VXa,,> d@(IJ) S(A) 
= 
j 
wW ... w(a,> ddv). 
S(A) 
Hence ,u is the d-measure of 4. 
For x in D, let E, be the F,,-subset of S(D) consisting of states $7 for 
which n*(x) E [n*(z,(A)) <,I Xi. If a, (n > 1) is a sequence in A such that 
x*(a,,) lrn converges to x& sufficiently fast, it was shown in [2, Lemma 2.41 
(essentially by direct integral theory) that xJx,(a,)) & converges to Q(X) & 
k-a-e.(q), so ,E(E,) = 1. Let E be the intersection of the sets E+ for some 
dense sequence x, (r > 1) in D, so that p(E) = 1, and E is the set of all states 
@ such that [Qn,(A)) <,I = 1,. 
Let IJ be a pure state of D in E, and put v = y(G). Then (o?‘~, z*, r,) is 
identified with (R6, 7csI orc,, <a), so 
Q(A) n q,(B)” = QrJA))’ n QrJB))” 
= Q(~,@>)’ n Q(C) 
= Q(D) 
= G.1,. 
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Thus I,Y is B-ergodic. Since p is carried by the pure states in E, p is carried 
by the B-ergodic states of A. 
It is reasonable to hope that even if A is non-separable, the B-measure of 
b as in Theorem 2.7 will be pseudo-carried by the B-ergodic states. Using the 
notation of the above proof with C now any weakly dense C*-subalgebra of 
zO(B)‘. this would be the case if @ is pseudo-carried by the pure states in E. 
or alternatively if there is a Baire subset E’ of S(D) carrying F such that 
Y(I,?) is B-ergodic for any pure state $ in E’. However, it is not clear that this 
can be achieved, even if 4 belongs to a face of S(A) satisfying Ruelle’s 
separability condition S [ 4, p. 346: 15 1. 
3. (B, F)-ABELIAN STATES 
Throughout this section, F will be a closed face of S(A). From time to 
time, it will be assumed that B separates the points of F, in which case the 
restriction map ye of S(A) onto S(B) is an afflne homeomorphism of F onto 
a subset y,(F) of S(B). Then F can be identified with y,(F), and any measure 
on S(A) with barycentre in F is carried by F, and may therefore be regarded 
as a measure on S(B). 
We shall now introduce an abelianness condition on states in F relating to 
the subalgebra B. It will be seen in the following sections how Definition 3.1 
and Theorem 3.7 unify the theories of F-abelian states of A [ 2, 3 1 and G- 
central invariant states of a C*-dynamical system (B, G. a) 14-6, 81. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let 4 be a state in F, .X: be the closed linear subspace 
of X, consisting of vectors q for which wz is a scalar multiple of a state in 
F, and ps be the orthogonal projection of .i%/‘, onto Xz. Then 4 is (B, F)- 
abeliun if pi(n,(A), zm(B)‘)“p: is abelian. Recall from [2] that 4 is F-abelian 
if $$r,(A)“p~ is abelian. and the F-multiplicity of 4 is the dimension of il”‘, t 
It follows from the fact that F is a face of S(A) that P’i is a n,(A)‘- 
invariant linear subspace of X, (see [2 I), so p: belongs to no(A)“, and 
pz(xe(A). n,(B)‘)“pz is a von Neumann algebra. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 4 be a state in F. and consider the following 
statements: 
(i) n,(A)’ c z,(B)“, 
(ii) 4”, E rig(A)“, and n,(A)‘8 c 7~,(B)“q:, 
(iii) There is a unique maximal measure ,u on S(A) representing 4, and 
the image of p under yR is a subcentral measure on S(B). 
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Then (i) + (ii) 3 (iii). Furthermore 4 is (B, F)-abelian if and only lyfirstly 4 
is F-abelian and secondly (i) is satisfied. 
If B separates the points of F, then (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. Hence if 
qz = 1, for all t,u in F, then (i), (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). This is immediate since qs E x@(B)’ c xm(A)“. 
(ii) 3 (iii). Since n,(A)‘d is abelian and q: is separating for zm(A)‘, x$(A)’ 
is abelian. Hence the z&4)‘-measure ,U of 4 is the unique maximal measure 
representing d [4, Theorem 4.2.41. Let F be the image of ,U under ye. For yin 
Lm(j) and b in B, 
= !’ 3MvN v(b) ddw) 
S(A) 
= (K,(3 0 YB) n,(b) trn 3 &+a>. 
Hence K;(f) = qzK,(f o yB) 4”,. It follows from (ii) that K~ is a *- 
homomorphism of L”O(,G) into the centre of xhCmj(B)“, so ,LZ is subcentral 
[4, Proposition 4.1.221. 
If d is (B, F)-abelian, then ~x,(A)“p~ is an abelian von Neumann algebra 
on Rz with cyclic vector &, so it is maximal abelian [4, Lemma 4.3.151. 
Hence ‘Q is F-abelian, and pz x,(A)“pz =pT(x9(A), rm(B)‘)“p:, so on taking 
cornmutants, n,(A)‘ps = (z,(A)’ n ?r#(B)“)pz. But & is separating for 
q&y, so 
q&4)’ = TC&) n x$(B)” c x@(B)“. 
Conversely if d is F-abelian and (i) holds, then pz(7~,+(A), “s6(B)‘)“p: = 
p: z,(A)“d, which is abelian. 
Now suppose that B separates the point of F, and that (iii) is satisfied. Let 
i be the image of p under 1/8. Since p is carried by F, and ye is a 
homeomorphism of F into S(B), 3-3 o yB is an isomorphism of Lm(/?) onto 
La@). As in the proof of (ii) * (iii), ~~(3) = q:tc,(J( o ye) 4”,. Since K, is an 
isomorphism of L”&) onto n,(A)’ [4, Theorem 4.2.41, and K: is an 
isomorphism of L”(‘$) into r,(B)“fl, by assumption, it follows that 
x + 8x4 is an isomorphism of z,(A)’ into n@(B)“qz. In particular 
$;;3,‘1; s”,> xdj = 0 (x E q,(A)‘>, so 4 E Q(A)“, and T+(A)‘~S, = 
I, 
m 
Finall;; suppose that qz = 1, for all w in F, and that ‘c/, and wz are states 
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in F coinciding on B. Let v/O =$(w, + v~). Then (R,,. noJR, to,) and 
( w’,, -, rrtiilH, &,J are identified, and 
VW,, = lb,, 0 Q,)(B)(~~, 0 &,,,I(~~~, Opw,, = iv 0 7: v E -;r,,i. 
In particular for any a in A, rcO,(u) tl,, = ~c,,(u) &,, so v/, = v:. Thus B 
separates the points of F, so the equivalence of (ii) with (iii) follows from the 
above, while the implication (ii) * (i) is trivial if s”, = 1,. 
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) in Proposition 3.2 remains valid if p’ is 
metrisable and B separates the points of the extreme boundary Z$ of F. For 
?,,F is then a G,-subset of F carrying ,D: in particular, ?p is a Polish space 
and ;I~ is a continuous injection of ?,F into S(B). Hence >js is a Bore1 
isomorphism on Fr F [ 12. Proposition 4.2.10 1, and therefore implements an 
isomorphism between La’@) and L”Q. However. elementary examples 
(with B = ‘C . 1) show that the implication (iii) 3 (ii) in Proposition 3.2 may 
fail in general. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. In the notation of Example 2.3, let F be the convex hull 
of I& and G3. Then F is a face of S(A), B separates the points of F, and 
condition (ii) of Proposition 3.2 is satisfied for all 4 in F. However condition 
ti) fails unless I$ = dz or @ = 4,. 
Recall that a state ICI of A is z,-normal if there is a normal state I+? of 
z&(A)” such that I,Y = I+G o 71~. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let 4 be a (B, F)-abelian state. Then any ni,-normal 
state v in F is also (B, Fj-abelian. 
Proof: Let p” be the unique closed projection in the enveloping W- 
algebra A * * of A such that F= (#‘ES(A):@($)= 1} 19: 13: 12. 
Theorem 3.10.71. Now (denoting the normal extension of rro to A** by the 
same symbol) z,(p’A**p)‘) =p~z,(A)“p~ [3, Proposition I], so I+Y may be 
regarded as a normal state of the abelian von Neumann algebra pz rrm(,4)“p: 
on w’z. Hence there is a vector q in ,X’,‘ such that I,Y = w’J 17, Corollaire 1. 
p. 233 I. Let e = [n,(A) 71, so that rc, is identified with the subrepresentation 
of T[, on eV,, and pi =&e. Since e E z,(A)’ c n,(B)” (Proposition 3.2). 
for any si and ~7~ in n@(A)” and xi and J; in n,(B)‘. 
piex,ex:e .... ex,exkep:ey,ey{e .... ey,ey;ep’, 
=pzx,x{ ‘... x,x;p:y,y’, ....y+v;pi e 
=p’,‘yti; .,.. ynMv;p~x,x; .... xw&plg e 
=piev,ey;e .... ey,eyLepsex,ex’,e .... ex,exLep’,. 
Thus pz(n,(A), n,(B)‘)“ps is abelian. 
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COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose that $ = 1, for all w in F. The following 
conditions on a state 4 in F are equivalent: 
(i) 4 is (B, F)-abelian. 
(ii) For each n,-normal state w in F, there is a unique maximal 
measure pr on S(A) representing v/, and the image of pu, under yB is a 
subcentral measure on S(B). 
(iii) For each x,-normal state w in F, there is a unique maximal 
measure ,ur on S(B) representing VJ, and the image of pm under ye is a 
subcentral measure on S(B). 
Proof. The implication (i) 3 (ii) follows immediately from Propositions 
3.2 and 3.4, and (ii) => (iii) is trivial. 
To prove (iii) 3 (i), it is sufficient by Proposition 3.2 to show that 
p~7cm(A)“~ is abelian. But as in the proof of Proposition 3.4, the normal 
states of pz 7rJA)“d can be identified with the It,-normal states in F. Since 
the latter form a face of S(A) and the boundary measures on S(A) are 
lattice-ordered, it follows from (iii) that the self-adjoint part of the predual of 
p~~~(A)“p~ is lattice-ordered, and hence that $zm(A)“p: is abelian (cf. 
14, Theorem 4.3.91). 
COROLLARY 3.6. A state 4 in F is (B, F)-abelian if and only if 
z*(A)’ c xJB)” for all n,-normal states v in F. 
Proof. If no(A)’ c z,(B)” for all x,-normal states II/ in F, then, in 
particular, z@(A)’ is abelian, so by 14, Theorem 4.2.41 and Corollary 3.5 
(with B replaced by A), w is (A, F)-abelian; hence F-abelian. Since 
z@(A) c zm(B)” it follows immediately from Proposition 3.2 that 4 is (B, F)- 
abelian. 
The converse is clear from Propositions 3.2 and 3.4. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let F be a closedface of S(A), and B be a C*-subalgebra 
of A, and consider the following statements: 
(i) Every state in F is (B, F)-abelian. 
(ii) For any o in F, z@(A) c n,(B)“. 
(iii) F is a Choquet simplex, and the images of maximal measures on 
F under the restriction map from F into S(B) are subcentral. 
(iv) Every B-ergodic state in F has F-multiplicity 1. 
(v) Every B-ergodic state in F is a pure state of A. 
(vi) Distinct B-ergodic states in F are B-disjoint. 
(vii) Distinct B-ergodic states in F have inequivalent restrictions to B. 
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The following implications are valid: 
(i) 0 (ii) 3 (iii); (ii) 3 (iv) u (v) u (vi) e (vii). 
If A is separable, then (v) 3 (ii). Ifs: = 1, for all d in F, then (iii) 3 (ii). 
Proof. (i) d (ii) 3 (iii) follow immediately from Proposition 3.2 and 
Corollary 3.5. 
(i) 2 (iv). If 4 is B-ergodic, then d(xO(A), ~~(B)‘)“pz contains all 
bounded linear operators on J$, and is therefore abelian only if W: is one- 
dimensional. 
(iv) * (v). Any state with F-multiplicity 1 is pure [2, Lemma 2.3 1. 
(v) 2 (iv). Every factorial state in F is B-ergodic, and therefore pure by 
assumption. It follows that every pure state in F has F-multiplicity 1 
12, Theorem 2.51. Hence by assumption every B-ergodic state in F has F~ 
multiplicity 1. 
(v) 3 (vi). Let #, and @? be distinct B-ergodic states, and p = i(g, + 02). 
By assumption 4 is not B-ergodic, so 41 and & are B-disjoint by Lemma 2.5. 
(vi) * (vii). The restrictions to B of B-disjoint states are disjoint, hence 
inequivalent. 
(vii) 3 (v). Let 4 be a B-ergodic state in F, and suppose that 
d =i(@, + $J for some states $1 and #,, which must lie in F. Let 
y/=$4, +$&. Th en F, = F,, so by Lemma 2.2, u/ is B-ergodic and I$ and w 
restrict to equivalent states of B. By assumption 4, and dz coincide. so ti is 
pure. 
Now suppose that A is separable, and (v) is valid. By Theorem 2.7, the 
(n,(A)’ f? z@(B)“)-measure of a state 4 in F is carried by the pure states, and 
is therefore maximal. Hence (n,(A)‘nn,(B)“) is a maximal abelian 
subalgebra of x@(A)‘. Since (z,(A)’ n x$(B)“) is contained in the centre of 
no(A)‘, it follows that n,(A)’ f’? x0(B)” = z,(A)‘. Thus (ii) holds. 
The final statement of the theorem follows immediately from the 
implication (iii) * (i) of Proposition 3.2. 
Note that if (vii) holds, then B separates the B-ergodic states in F. Also it 
was seen in the proof of Proposition 3.2 that if 4” = 1, for all p in F, then B 
separates the points of F. On the other hand, Example 3.3 shows that (iii I 
may not imply (ii) even if B separates all the points in F. 
Note also that minor modifications of the argument used to prove 
(vi) - (vii )* (v) show that the validity of (vi) is unaffected if “B-disjoint” is 
replaced by “inequivalent,” and hence also by “B-inequivalent” or “disjoint.” 
Similarly the validity of (vii) is unchanged if “inequivalent” is replaced b> 
“disjoint.” 
EXAMPLE 3.8. Suppose F is the annihilator in S(A) of a closed two 
sided ideal I in A, and that (vii) holds. Identifying F with S(A!Z). it follow\ 
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immediately that distinct pure states of A/Z are disjoint and separated by 
(B + Z)/Z, so A/Z is abelian, and B + Z =A by the Stone-Weierstrass 
theorem. Conversely if A/Z is abelian and B + Z = A, it is clear that (ii) and 
hence all the other conditions are satisfied. 
4. THE CASE A = B 
This section is devoted to a brief discussion of the special case when 
A = B, so that trivially qz = 1, for all 4 in S(A). The significant point is that 
if 4 is F-abelian, then 4 is automatically (A, F)-abelian. For 
(%A4 u @:I>’ = %W is abelian [4, Theorem 4.1.251 so (A, Qabelianness 
follows from Proposition 3.2. Furthermore unique maximal representing 
measures are central measures [4, Theorem 4.2.41. Thus Corollary 3.6 (and 
Corollary 3.5) shows that 4 is F-abelian if and only if 7cJA)’ is abelian for 
all n,-normal states v in F (equivalently, w has a unique maximal 
representing measure). The seven conditions which Theorem 3.7 shows to be 
equivalent if A is separable now become, respectively: 
(i)’ Every state in F is F-abelian. 
(ii)’ For any 4 in F, n,(A)’ is abelian. 
(iii)’ F is a Choquet simplex. 
(iv)’ Every factorial state in F has F-multiplicity 1. 
(v)’ Every factorial state in F is pure. 
(vi)’ Distinct factorial states in F are disjoint. 
(vii)’ Distinct factorial states in F are inequivalent. 
The equivalence of these conditions was proved in separable cases in [2], 
and in full generality in [3]. Indeed it was even shown that they are 
equivalent to the formally weaker version of (vii)‘: 
(viii)’ Distinct pure states in F are inequivalent. 
It is therefore natural to make the following conjectures: 
(a) The implication (v) 5 (ii) in Theorem 3.7 is valid even if A is non- 
separable. 
(b) Conditions (iv)-(vii) in Theorem 3.7 are equivalent to 
(viii) Distinct pure states in F are B-disjoint. 
Both (a) and (b) are true in the special case considered in Example 3.8. 
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5. CROSSED PRODUCTS OF GROUP ACTIONS 
Let (B, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system, so that G is a locally compact 
group and a is a strongly continuous homomorphism of G into the group of 
*-automorphisms of B, and let G x B be the C*-crossed product of the 
system 112. Sect. 7.6). Let A be the multiplier algebra of G X B, so that 
S(G x B) may be identified with a face of S(A). There is a canonical faithful 
covariant representation (0,s) of (B. G, a) in A. so that B may be identified 
with the C*-subalgebra o(B) of G x B. 
Let S,(B) denote the weak* compact convex subset of S(B) consisting of 
all G-invariant states of B. It was shown in [ 2. Theorem 4.2 ] that there is a 
face F,(B) of S(G x B) such that the adjoint u* of u is an affine 
homeomorphism of F,(B) onto S,(B). Here FJB) is the set of states p in 
S(G X B) satisfying p(&g)) = 1 (g E G), and if Q = a*p. then the covariant 
representation (X,, x,, u,, <,) of (B, G, a) associated with the G-invariant 
state 4 can be identified with (,PP, r,, 0 u, TI, 0 8, r,), and then F’h(” is the 
space ?Yz of u,-invariant vectors in ,r/,. (The result in [ 21 was stated on the 
assumption that G is discrete, so that G x B is unital, but the proof remains 
valid in the general case.) In particular, qzCB’ = I,. 
Now F,(B)-abelian states in F,(B) correspond to G-abelian states 14. 101 
in S,(B). and this fact was exploited in (2, 31. Corollaries 3.5 and 3.6 can 
also be compared with known characterisations of G-abelianness 
14. Theorem 4.3.91. But it is also possible to apply the results of Section 3 
for (a(B), F,,(B))-abelianness. The first task is therefore to identify the 
(a(B), F,(B))-abelian states. 
Recall that a state 4 in S,(B) is G-central if for any 7 in fl:, I+Y in F<.,&, 
and a and h in B. 
inf(/y/(a’b-bba’)/} =0, 
where the infimum is taken over a’ in the convex hull of (a(g)(a): g E G,. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let p be a state in F,(B) and r$ = u*p. Then p is 
(u(B), F,(B))-abefian fund only $4 is G-central. 
Proof. Identify FP with ;U,, and let pz = P:~(” be the orthogonal 
projection of & onto .;rVi. Since x,,(A)” = (z,(B), u,(G))“, p is 
(u(B), F,(B))-abelian if and only if pz(n,(B), u,(G), n,(B)‘)“pz is abelian. 
Suppose 4 is G-central. Then pzz,(B)pz is abelian and n,(B)’ P 
u,(G)’ c x$(B)” 14, Theorem 4.3.141. It follows from IS, Corollary 2 ] that 
P:(TJB), u,(G), Q(B)‘)“P: =&k+,(B). ~&W’P: 
= p~n,(B)“p;. 
which is abelian. 
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Conversely suppose that p:@,(B), u,(G), rrm(B)‘)“& is abelian. Let u and 
b be self-adjoint operators in B, x be a positive operator in n@(B)‘, and r7 be 
a vector in Xz. For any E > 0, the Alaoglu-Birkhoff mean ergodic theorem 
[4, Theorem 4.3.41 shows that there exist scalars li>O and gi in G 
(ix 1,2 . . . . n) such that Cy=, lli = 1 and 
II II 
Let a’ = Cy=, n,a(g,)(a), so that 
- ($ liU,(gi) z,(U) ~7 n,(b) XV) 1 
i=l 
< E + I kdb) m d&W v) - Cd&&) rl, n,(b) -v)l 
= E. 
Thus 4 is G-central. 
Now the results of Section 3 can be compared with known facts about G- 
central states, in particular [4, Theorem 4.3.141. A state p in F&I) is o(B)- 
ergodic if and only if n,(B)’ n u,(G)’ n n,(B),, = Cl,, i.e., 4 is “centrally 
ergodic” (cf. [4, p.388]), where 4 = a*p. The seven conditions of 
Theorem 3.7 therefore become: 
(i)” Every G-invariant state of B is G-central. 
(ii)” For any G-invariant state 4 of B, n@(B)’ r7 u,(G)’ c n@(B)“. 
(iii)” S,(B) is a Choquet simplex, and all maximal measures on 
S,(B) are subcentral measures on S(B). 
(iv)” For any centrally ergodic state 4 of B, YY’Z is one-dimensional. 
(v)” Every centrally ergodic state of B is ergodic. 
(vi)” Distinct centrally ergodic states of B are disjoint. 
(vii)” Distinct centrally ergodic states of B are inequivalent. 
Theorem 3.7 shows that (i)” o (ii)” o (iii)” * (iv)” o (v)” o (vi)” o (vii)“, 
and that all seven conditions are equivalent if the multiplier algebra of G X B 
is separable. However, none of the conditions depends on the topology of G, 
so G may always be assumed to be discrete. If B is separable, then G can be 
replaced by a countable subgroup H such that a(H) is strongly dense in 
a(G) (cf. [2, Corollary 4.41). Thus the conditions (i)“-(vii)” are equivalent 
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whenever B is separable. The equivalence of (i)“-(vi)” is already known (see 
14-6, 8. 11 I), but the fact that (vii)” implies (vi)” appears to be a new obser- 
vation. 
For crossed products, the condition (viii) introduced in Section 4 becomes 
(viii)” Distinct ergodic states of B are disjoint. 
Even if this is not equivalent to the other conditions, it would be interesting 
to find a property of ergodic states alone which characterises G-centrality of 
all invariant states. 
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